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Abstract. Erroneous examples, an unusual and challenging form of learning
material, are arguably a type of desirable difficulty for students that could lead
to deeper learning. In a series of studies we have done over the past three years
involving web-based math instruction, the learning benefits of erroneous
examples we have observed occured on delayed tests, as occurs in the desirable
difficulties literature. This short paper briefly reviews the literature, summarizes
our results, and speculates on how an adaptive version of our materials could
better leverage desirable difficulties theory and lead to deeper student learning.
Keywords: erroneous examples, interactive problem solving, adaptation of
problems, self-explanation, decimals, mathematics education
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Introduction

Erroneous examples are step-by-step descriptions of how to solve a problem in which
one or more of the steps are incorrect. In the studies we have done with erroneous
examples over the past three years, focused on learning decimals using web-based,
interactive materials, middle school students are prompted to find, explain, and fix
error(s) in order to more deeply learn how to solve decimal problems.
Presenting students with challenge is central to the notion of learning with
erroneous examples. Research on desirable difficulties has shown that it is possible to
achieve long-term benefits if lessons are designed (or altered) to make them more
challenging during learning [1, 2]. Examples of desirable difficulties include mixing
the order of tasks for practice (rather than providing tasks in blocked fashion); varying
the frequency and timing of feedback (rather than providing immediate feedback);
and varying tasks with a focus on generalizability. These changes to standard
instructional practice have been shown to slow the rate of improvement in students’
understanding during the learning process but lead to long-term benefits [1, 2].
The erroneous examples we work with can be viewed as presenting desirable
difficulties for students in two ways. First, they are an unusual and challenging form
of problem, in which students must find, explain, and correct errors, as opposed to the
more standard practice of simply solving problems. Although this characteristic is not
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cited in the original definition of desirable difficulties [1], this type of challenge,
which we believe promotes deeper cognitive processing, is also arguably a form of
desirable difficulty. Second, the erroneous examples intervention of the present study
provides the third type of challenge from Schmidt and Bjork’s original desirable
difficulties – varying of tasks – by prompting students to grapple with both erroneous
examples and problems to solve in the intervention.
The domain we have focused on is decimals. A variety of studies have shown that
students often have difficulty mastering decimals and have common and persistent
misconceptions [3, 4], as well as problems that extend even into adulthood [5]. For
instance, students often treat decimals as if they are whole numbers (e.g. they think
0.15 is greater than 0.8, since 15 is greater than 8, i.e., longer decimals are larger) or
they think that all decimals are less than zero.
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Research on Erroneous Examples

Research on erroneous examples derives from work on correct worked examples,
which has attracted much attention in the literature and in empirical studies, e.g., [6].
The idea behind worked examples is that they free working memory, which has a
limited capacity, which can be used to support learning of new knowledge. Erroneous
examples may tax working memory somewhat during learning, but they also may
engage students in a different form of active learning, particularly when coupled with
self-explanation [7]. Erroneous examples may help students become better at
evaluating and justifying solution procedures, which may, in turn, help them learn
material at a deeper level. Empirical research in erroneous examples is nascent, but
with encouraging results. For instance, Siegler [8] found that self-explaining both
correct and incorrect examples (of mathematical equality) is more beneficial than selfexplaining correct examples only. Grosse and Renkl [9] studied whether explaining
both correct and incorrect examples can help university students learn statistics. Their
studies also showed learning benefits of erroneous examples but the benefit was only
for learners with higher prior knowledge and for far transfer learning only. When
errors were highlighted, on the other hand, low prior knowledge individuals did
significantly better, while high prior knowledge students did not benefit, presumably
because they were already able to identify the error on their own.
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Our Erroneous Examples Studies and Results

Providing students with interactive erroneous examples is the approach that we take
in our research. By interactive we mean that students are prompted to actively engage
with the examples. More specifically, our computer-based materials first prompt a
student to review an error made by a fictitious peer, next request that the student
explain the error (from a multiple-choice list), then correct the error and explain how
to solve problems of this type (again from a multiple-choice list). At every step the
student’s action is evaluated for correctness.
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We have conducted two previously published studies with interactive erroneous
examples [10, 11]. In the first study [10] an interactive erroneous examples condition
did not lead to learning benefits compared to a worked examples condition and
problem solving condition. We attributed this result to two things: (1) A cognitively
taxing self-explanation step, in which students were prompted to complete
explanations of incorrect steps by filling in two phrases of a sentence, using pulldown menus. Students struggled with this task, possibly undercutting the intended
benefit we intended. (2) We did not prompt students to correct the errors and produce
the correct answers themselves, a step we now believe to be a critical component of
interactive erroneous examples.
Our second study [11] was conducted after revising the interactive erroneous
examples along these two dimensions (i.e., simplifying the self-explanation step by
prompting for only a single sentence completion phrase and prompting students to
correct errors). With 100+ students in each of two conditions – interactive erroneous
examples and supported problem solving – an effect was found: students who worked
with the interactive erroneous examples did significantly better than the problem
solving students on a delayed posttest (but not on an immediate posttest).
Our third study, which will be published in a forthcoming journal article, employed
the same materials as described in [11] but entailed a much larger population of
students. More specifically, our latest results are a combination of the [11] results and
the running of the study five more times at three additional schools over the course of
a year. The total number of subjects per condition is more than three times that of [11]
– over 300 students per condition. In addition, a third condition of 82 students, in
which subjects were presented with erroneous examples in adaptive fashion, based on
a Bayes Net assessment of their misconceptions on the pretest, was included in the
final three versions of the study. These results indicate, once again, that students who
worked with the interactive erroneous examples did significantly better than the
problem solving students on a delayed posttest (but not on an immediate posttest).
Surprisingly, the adaptive condition did not lead to significantly better learning results
than the other two conditions on either the immediate or delayed posttest.
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Discussion and Conclusion

Our results provide evidence that working with interactive erroneous examples can
help students learn mathematics, delivering a learning experience similar to other
types of desirable difficulties, one that facilitates deeper understanding over time
instead of immediately.
However, the adaptive erroneous examples condition, which we hypothesized
would be even better than the erroneous examples condition, did not result in higher
learning gains. A blocked format of material presentation may have had a negative
affect on the adaptive condition. In this condition many students displayed one (or
two) prominent misconception(s) on the pretest and thus received a large number of
problems of similar type(s), i.e., the blocking was very prominent in the adaptive
condition. Thus, a modification to the adaptive algorithm to provide more problem
variability (and thus more desirable difficulty) could make a big difference.
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